Structure-based improvement of the biophysical properties of immunoglobulin VH domains with a generalizable approach.
In a systematic study of V gene families carried out with consensus V(H) and V(L) domains alone and in combinations in the scFv format, we found comparatively low expression yields and lower cooperativity in equilibrium unfolding in antibody fragments containing V(H) domains of human germline families 2, 4, and 6. From an analysis of the packing of the hydrophobic core, the completeness of charge clusters, the occurrence of unsatisfied hydrogen bonds, and residues with low beta-sheet propensities, positive Phi angles, and exposed hydrophobic side chains, we pinpointed residues potentially responsible for the unsatisfactory properties of these germline-encoded sequences. Several of those are in common between the domains of the even-numbered subgroups, but do not occur in the odd-numbered ones. In this study, we have systematically exchanged those residues alone and in combination in two different scFvs using the V(H)6 framework, and we describe their effect on equilibrium stability and folding yield. We improved the stability by 20.9 kJ/mol and the expression yield by a factor of 4 and can now use these data to rationally engineer antibodies derived from this and similar germline families for better biophysical properties. Furthermore, we provide an improved design for libraries exploiting the significant additional diversity provided by these frameworks. Both antibodies studied here completely retain their binding affinity, demonstrating that the CDR conformations were not affected.